ROBORN
Roborn uses motion sensing control system as its core technology, together with 5G, AI, IoT,
Cloud to drive and develop comprehensive robotic products and solutions. Roborn advocates
Techanization, integrating modern technology into ecologies, realizing human-machine
cooperation and virtual interaction to improve the ecologies’ productivity and efficiency and
make human being better.

Computer Vision Engineer/ Senior Computer Vision Engineer
Job Highlights:
 Logical thinking and Passionate in Programming
 Teamwork with experts in different area
 Opportunity to get involve in large-scale project
 Robotic applications
 Young & energetic culture
 Spacious working environment
 Friendly team in casual atmosphere
 Free snacks and drinks
 Attractive compensation package including 5-day work, bank holidays
 Working location: Cyberport (Free shuttle bus services of designated locations)
Your responsible:
 Object detection and tracking, human pose estimation, action recognition, face
recognition, and other video and image AI algorithms are being developed.
 Optimize algorithm model efficiency, create, and maintain production-level codes,
and ensure that launched algorithms run efficiently and reliably.
We’re looking for:
 Degree in Computer Science, Mathematics or Electronic Engineering and other
related majors
 Proficient in at least one programming language such as Python and C++
 Familiar with at least one deep learning framework such as TensorFlow, PyTorch,
Caffe
 Familiar with the projects related to object recognition and pose estimation
 Fresh graduates are welcomed to apply, for those who are without AI experience
 With a strong motivation to learn this new and exciting field
What we offer
 Work with a young and energetic team at spacious environment
 Offer an excellent opportunity for career development
 Friendly working environment
 5-day work per week, with bank holidays
 Free shutter bus services of designated locations
 Free snacks and beverages
 Casual dress code
We offer competitive remuneration packages to the right candidate. If you welcome the
challenge of working in a fast-paced & dynamic environment, please send your full resume
with availability, current and expected salary to info@roborn.com

